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Latest TelSoc Journal Issue, a Special Issue, Now Available

Journal of Telecommunications and the Digital Economy

The latest issue of our journal, the Journal of Telecommunications and the Digital Economy, is now
available on the TelSoc website at https://telsoc.org/journal/jtde-v12-n1 [3].  Please have a look at it.
 You can download the full issue (towards the bottom of the issue page) or select individual articles.
 Warning: the full issue has 664 pages!  All content is free to TelSoc financial members (when logged
in).

The March issue features a Special Issue section on Emerging Technologies and Innovation for
Digital Economy and Transformation, consisting of 23 articles and a guest editorial.  The Guest
Editors, Rim Jallouli, Mohamed Anis Bach Tobji, Ana Maria Soares, Beatriz Casais and Meriam
Belkhir, are from universities in Tunisia and Portugal.  The articles provide a panoramic view of
issues related to digital transformation from around the world. Read the guest editorial
(https://telsoc.org/journal/jtde-v12-n1/a945 [4]) for an overview and summary.

The March issue includes other content:

A Special Interest paper, Growing Australia’s Creative Industry [5], based on the Australian
Broadband Advisory Council’s report from 2022;
Three papers in the Telecommunications section on technology, security and operations;
A review of a recent book on Charles Todd and the Overland Telegraph Line [6].

And the popular reprint from the TJA is back!  This one is from 1971 and concerns the East-West
Radio Relay System [7] from Northam in Western Australia to Port Pirie in South Australia.  The
reprint triggered Graham Shepherd to provide his Recollections [8] on upgrading the system.
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As always, we welcome any comments or feedback that you may have.
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